Simple. Smart. Secure.

Today, homeowners expect lighting that fits their lifestyle. The HALO Home system lets you easily build a lighting plan that meets your needs, enhances convenience and aesthetics, saves energy and adds security.

Smart lighting – new standard.

HALO Home is a flexible new approach to smart home lighting. Our system offers a range of fixtures, controls and accessories that work seamlessly together. Easily configure lighting via Bluetooth connection using any smart device. From a single light to an entire home, your smart lighting search starts and ends here. No internet or hub required to operate.
HALO Home app
Our user-friendly mobile app lets you control lighting from your fingertips, and from anywhere in the world (with the optional Smart Internet Access Bridge). Available for iOS and Android, it features dimming, adjustable white tuning, grouping, automatic scheduling and more.

Flexible and scalable
HALO Home is a simple and flexible connected option, with the ability to install as little as one smart light or scale up to control the entire home through the easy-to-use HALO Home app.

Voice control compatible
Customize your home lighting with voice command. HALO Home is compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant products, when paired with the optional Smart Internet Access Bridge.

Adjustable white tuning
Select the perfect color for your mood and beautifully complement your home. The HALO Home smart lighting fixtures provide the ability to adjust color temperatures from 2700K (warm white) to 5000K (daylight).
HALO Home Lighting Fixture
Wirelessly control HALO Home Smart LED light fixtures using the HALO Home mobile application from your mobile device. Custom controls and settings:
- Adjustable white tuning
- Grouping
- Scheduling
- Setting scenes
- ON/OFF
- Dimming

Smart LED Downlight
Catalog Numbers:
- RL4069BLE40AWH – 4” applications
- RL56069BLE40AWH – 5” or 6” applications
- Adjustable CCT from 2700K - 5000K, 90 CRI
- Compatible with 4”, 5” & 6” standard and shallow recessed housings
- 3 designer trim covers available:
  - RL4TRMWH
  - RL56TRMWH
  - White (Paintable)
  - RL4TRMTBZ
  - RL56TRMTBZ
  - Tuscan Bronze
  - RL4TRMSN
  - RL56TRMSN
  - Satin Nickel

Smart Outdoor Security - Floodlight
- Adjustable CCT from 3000K - 5000K
- Available in white or bronze
Catalog Numbers:
- FTS20CW – White
- FTS20CB – Bronze

Smart Outdoor Security - Motion Floodlight
- Motion sensor turns light or group of lights on automatically when motion is detected
- Adjust duration, sensitivity and photocontrol settings using the mobile app
- Adjustable CCT from 3000K - 5000K
- Available in white or bronze
Catalog Numbers:
- MST20C18W – White
- MST20C18B – Bronze

For product availability and to learn more, see: eaton.com/HaloHome

In-wall Smart Dimmer
Turn standard/non-smart lights into smart lights – enabling mobile ON/OFF, dimming, groups, scenes and schedules via Bluetooth, even when switched OFF at the dimmer. Control a single light or an entire room with group settings within the mobile app.
Catalog Number: HIWMA1BLE40AWH*

In-wall Accessory Dimmer
Add in-room convenience to HALO Home light fixtures that enable Bluetooth mobile control even when switched OFF at the dimmer. Control a single light or an entire room with group settings within the mobile app.
Catalog Number: HIWAC1BLE40AWH*

Anyplace Bluetooth Dimmer
Battery operated = no wiring necessary! Place the dimmer anywhere in the home, for control of lights, groups and Halo Home accessories your way.
Catalog Number: HWAS1BLE40AWH

Multi-Room Scene Keypad
Battery operated = no wiring necessary! Control up to four lighting scenes or groups, ON/OFF and dimming throughout your home from a central location.
Catalog Number: HIWSKB1BLE40AWH*

Smart Internet Access Bridge
Access your HALO Home lighting from anywhere by simply connecting the bridge to your Wi-Fi. Works with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant for voice control. Requires a router, internet connection and HALO Home compatible products.
Catalog Number: HWB1BLE40AWH

Smart Plug-in Lamp Dimmer
Conveniently control dimming and ON/OFF of standard floor and table lamps with the HALO Home app and accessories. Combine with more HALO Home light fixtures and accessories to create groups and scenes throughout the home.
Catalog Number: HWP1BLE40AWH

*wall plate sold separate.
Our Lighting Product Lines

Ametrix
AtLite
Corelite
Ephesus
Fail-Safe
Halo
Halo Commercial
Invue
io
Iris
Lumark
Lumière
McGraw-Edison
Metalux
MWS
Neo-Ray
Portfolio
RSA
Shaper
Streetworks
Sure-Lites

Our Controls Product Lines

Fifth Light Technology
Greengate
iLight (International Only)
iLumin
Zero 88

Connected Lighting Systems

Distributed Low-Voltage Power
HALO Home
iLumen Plus
LumaWatt Pro
WaveLinx
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